SwimRise

REGUALTIONS & CONDITIONS:
Measures of security:
The swimmers will be accompanied with a pneumatic support boat. This boat will always
respect the distance of security between itself and the swimmers.
It is compulsory the use of security swim buoy of and recommended the use of wetsuit. It is
compulsory also have active the open water swimming licence from the Catalan Federation of
Swimming.
In case that the participant do not count with all the compulsory material not included to the
event, he/she will not be able to take part to it.
Participants:
Any physical person of any nationality will be able to take part in the event. The minors of 18
years will have to contribute the open water swimming licence from the Catalan Federation of
Swimming and their parents or tutor authorisation in the moment of the registration. No
swimmer under age will be able to take part on the event without this authorisation signed
and submitted to the organisation.
All the participants declare to be in necessary physical conditions to participate on the event
and accept to take part under his responsibility. The organisation, taking into account the
route, temperature of the water, currents...; recommend to the participants not to register if
they are not sure if they are capable enough to complete the swim.
Obligation to abandon the swim:
The organisation reserves the right to force to finalise the swim to any one of the participants
to guarantee its security.
Below are shown some cases in those the members of the organisation will put end to the
swim challenge, forcing the participants to get to a craft of support:
- Impairment of the marine conditions that put in danger to the participants of the event.
- Whenever a swimmer show signals of extreme fatigue, dehydration, hypothermia, rhythm
extremely slow or any one other sign that prevent him/her to swim with normality.
- Swimmers that do not follow the security indications of the organisation, as well as
swimmers that are for out of the limits of security delimited by the organisation.
- When the swimmer do the signal of help, raising one or two arms.
Modification of the event:
In case of rough sea or other adverse phenomena (bank of jellyfishes, currents...) The
organisation reserves the right to change the route of the crossing and choose one of the
alternative tracks already selected. If it was not possible to carry out the race without putting
in danger the security of the swimmers, the organisation reserves the right to change the

schedule of this or even cancel it.
Personal data:
In fulfilment of the established in the organic law of 15/1999, of 13 of December, of Protection
of Data of Personal Character (LOPD) and ͞Ley 34/2002͟, of 11 of July, of services of the
society of the information and of electronic trade, CN Radikal Swim with CIF G65585697,
informs, and you accept that:
All the data of personal character facilitated by you by means of the forms of collection of data
of the page www.radikalswim.com are incorporated to an automatic file of personal character
of what Radikal Swim is responsible.
The aim of the creation of this file, treated as confidential, is:
- To administer his participation to it SwimRise.
- To manage the pertinent information of the event, photographies and videos.
- To attain the statistical control of the participants with the purpose of helping the
organisation of the event applying the necessary changes to improve it.
- To promote or to advertise the activities, services and articles that offer the Swimming Club
Radikal Swim.
With the consent expressed on the process of registration and to the corresponding form, the
participant authorises the cession of his personal data requested with the mentioned purposes
in favour of the Swimming Club Radikal Swim.
In any case, you can revoke anytime the consent given and execute the right of access,
rectification, cancellation and opposition communicating it to the CN Radikal Swim, by means
of an e-mail to radikal@radikalswim.com.
Images Authorisation:
Given that the right to the own image is recognised in the article 18.1 of the Constitution and
regulated by the law 5/1982 of 5 of May, on the Right to the honour, to the personal and
familiar privacy and to the own image, the Club of Swimming RADIKAL SWIM asks consent to
the parents or legal tutors of the minors of age to be able to publish photographies where
appear their children and daughters, where these are clearly identifiable.
The parents or legal tutors of the minors of age accept, with it the formalisation of the
registration to the SwimRise, that the image or of their son/daughter can appear in
photographies or vidos taken during the activities organised by the Swimming Club Radikal
Swim in:
- Websites
- Videos destined to public diffusion
- Photographies destined to public diffusion
- Digital presentations

